Temporary Raised Pavement Markers (TRPMs)

TRPMs may be used to simulate solid lines without the use of any other pavement marking material and may be used to supplement other types of pavement markings.

TRPMs shall not be used as an interim pavement marking between October 1 and May 1 because of snowplowing operations.

TRPMs should not substitute for right hand edge line markings unless an engineering study or engineering judgment indicates that the benefits of enhanced delineation of a curve, or other location, would outweigh possible impacts on bicycles using the shoulder. In this case, the spacing of raised pavement markers on the right-hand edge line shall be close enough to avoid misinterpretation as a broken line during wet night conditions.

Simulating a Solid Line and a Broken Line

When TRPMs are used to simulate a line the following guideline applies, unless otherwise indicated in the Plan or directed by the Engineer:

- **Broken Line** - place three (3) TRPMs per 10 foot skip stripe, 5 foot on center, and 40 foot gap. Solid Line - place TRPMs, 10 foot on center for tangent sections; place TRPMs, 5 foot on center for curve sections over six (6) degrees, steep grades, and concrete pavements.
- **Double Solid Line** - place two (2) TRPMs separated by 4 inches side-by-side using the same spacing required for Solid Lines.
- When substituting for wide lines, raised pavement markers may be placed laterally adjacent to each other to simulate the width of the line.
- When supplementing dotted line markings, place one (1) raised pavement marker 12 foot.

Refer to the details on Page 3 of 3.

Supplementing a Solid Line and a Broken Line

In the following situations, TRPMs do not provide adequate simulation of solid lines and shall only be used to supplement Solid Lines:

- Areas where the markers, even 5 foot on center, become visually separated. This occurs frequently on low speed urban highways with sharp curves and short transition areas. This also occurs where there are steep grades and dips.
- Areas with high ambient lighting which may diminish the retroreflective capabilities of the markers.

When TRPMs are used to supplement a line, the following guideline applies, unless otherwise indicated in the Plan or directed by the Engineer:

- **Broken Line** – place three (3) TRPMs per 10 foot skip stripe, 5 foot on center, and 40 foot gap.
- **Solid Line** - place TRPMs, at spacing no greater than 50 foot, except when supplementing left edge line markings, a spacing no greater than 25 foot should be used.
- **Double Solid Line** - place two (2) TRPMs separated by 4 inches side-by-side, using the same spacing required for Solid Lines.
- When substituting for wide lines, raised pavement markers may be placed laterally adjacent to each other to simulate the width of the line.
- **Dotted line** - markings, spacing appropriate for the application should be used.

Types of TRPMs

The TRPMs are classified into four types as follows:

- **TRPM Type 1** - These markers are acceptable for use on all roadways for short or long term projects. They may be used to supplement or simulate solid or broken lines.
- TRPM Type 2 - These markers are acceptable for use on projects with Average Daily Traffic (ADT) of less than 3,000. They may be used to supplement or simulate solid or broken lines.
- TRPM Type 3 - These markers are acceptable for use on all roadways for short or long term projects. They may be used to supplement solid or broken lines. These markers are NOT acceptable to simulate solid or broken lines. If these markers do not conform to the color requirements herein they shall not be placed directly on the pavement marking line.
- TRPM Type 4 - These markers are acceptable for use on chip or sand sealing operations. These markers are designed to be placed prior to the sealing operation with a protective cover that is removed after the seal coat is applied.

A list of approved raised pavement markers of each type is available on the Qualified Products List (QPL) for Work Zones, posted on the Office of Traffic, Security and Operations website at http://www.dot.state.mn.us/products/pavementmarkings/reflectiveelementsforpavementmarkings.html

Installation, Maintenance and Removal

Installation, maintenance and removal of the TRPMs shall be done on a continuous basis as directed by the Engineer. The Contractor shall remove all containers, wrappers and used or damaged markers, etc. from the job site at the time of installation, during the project, and at the time of removals. All TRPMs shall be new and unused when placed.

Damaged or missing TRPMs shall be replaced by the Contractor within twenty-four (24) hours after notification by the Engineer, at no cost to the Department.

Prior to installing TRPMs, the pavement surface shall be air blown or brushed to remove surface dust and dirt. The TRPMs shall then be fixed to the pavement surface as per the manufacturer’s recommendation.

SPECIFICATIONS for TEMPORARY RAISED PAVEMENT MARKERS (TRPMS)

This specification provides four types of Temporary Raised Pavement Markers (TRPMs) for use in highway work zones.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

The TRPMs used shall conform to the following specifications:

Color Requirements

TRPM TYPE 3 is not required to meet these daytime color requirements. ALL TRPM Types shall appear the same color at night as the pavement markings they simulate or supplement.

All TRPM Types 1, 2, and 4 shall conform to the following requirements:

- White TRPMs shall conform to color number 17778 of the Federal Standard Number 5952 for daytime visibility.
- Yellow TRPMs shall conform to the Federal Highway Administration's (FHWA's) Yellow Color Tolerance Chart for daytime visibility.

A document certifying that the markers meet the above color standards shall be included with each shipment.

Number of Retroreflective Surfaces

All white TRPMs shall contain a one way reflector unless otherwise specified. This means that only one face of the marker contains a retroreflective surface. All yellow TRPMs shall contain a two way reflector unless otherwise specified. This means that both faces of the marker shall contain a retroreflective surface. If this is not possible, then two (2) markers installed back-to-back shall be used to provide two way reflectivity when needed as shown in the Plans or directed by the Engineer.
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